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made the better case, while rumour got busy assessing the
influence exerted in the crisis by the house of Cecil. Eden
had been doubtful about the final decision; the words of
Cranborne and the will of Viscount Cecil had, it was con-
fidentially reported, tipped the scales in favour of resignation.
Once again a concrete legend concealed a symbolic truth.
The Prime Minister replied in his usual staccato—a speech
of limited vision, perfunctory technique, but as an'experi-
enced Parliamentarian said to me,' good House of Commons
stuff'. Winston Churchill speaks to the Front Bench and to
those who have a taste for epigram; Chamberlain talks to the
Back Benches, where wits are, comparatively speaking, dim,
and stout, honest homespun meets a ready response. * The
peace of Europe,' said Chamberlain—and in the light of the
subsequent Austrian and Czech crises, the words are worthy
of recall—* the peace of Europe must depend upon the four
major Powers, Germany, Italy, France, and ourselves. ... If
we can bring these four nations into friendly discussion, into a
settling of their difficulties, we shall have saved the peace of
Europe for a generation.'
In spite of all the drama of the remaining debate, which
went on its passionate way until the Tuesday night, a political
anticlimax soon set in. The wild rumours of schisms, of
Middle Parties, gave way to the steady acquiescence of whip-
led majorities. Chamberlain was able to say on Tuesday:
* We must not delude ourselves. We must not try to delude
small and weak nations into thinking that they will be pro-
tected by the League against aggression.' As the words were
flashed to the capitals of Europe, consternation, not to say
alarm, was the immediate reaction, but to the Conservative
majority it was mere realism. A sound sentiment that needed
saying. Eden would learn the truth one day when he had
gained more experience, murmured the elders of the Carlton
Club with quiet satisfaction.
Greenwood thundered, Churchill provided Greek tragedy,
Lloyd George sensed provocation and involved himself in
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